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So, about a year ago I was asking John Firth AKA “Broker John” [known by 

many], if he knew of any possible Model A rolling chassis that we could get for 

dirt cheap or possibly for free and he said “I know of a possible chassis that 

might work. Let me make some phone calls.” A couple of days go by and 

“Broker John” came through and said he found a Model A chassis that has 

been sitting out in the woods for close to thirty years if not more and it belongs to 

one of our Henry’s Lady Model A Club founding members, Richard Allen, who 

now lives Carlsbad, California, but still owns property here in Oregon that his son 

lives on and maintains off of Highway199 in the thriving metropolis town of 

O’Brian. I think there is a small store and two bars there. As soon as you turn off 

the Highway your cell phone loses reception and says “emergency calls only”, 

maybe. You are now officially in the “The Hills Have Eyes” area of our wonderful 

state of Oregon where they see you, but you don’t see them. And if your vehicle 

is new enough, the GPS feature will know where you are and will automatically 

lock your doors if they were not locked already. So now we’re headed up Lone 

Mountain Road out of O’Brian for about 4 or 5 miles and John says now start 

looking for the burned-out postal mail truck on the left side of the road, and 

that’s where we will turn right into Richard Allen’s son’s driveway which leads to 

a massive locked gate, right off the main road with 6 or 7 different locks that are 

a part of a logging chain to hold the gate closed. “What do we do now, 

John?”, I ask. No phone service to call Richard Allen’s son whose name is Dale [if 

everything wasn’t scary enough already], so John gets out to read all the “No 

Trespassing Signs” along with other signs with explicit explanations of why you 

should not trespass and he scurries under and over the razer and barbed wire 

and sets out to find Dale Allen’s house on the other side of the gate. I’m sitting 

there, watching John walk away after climbing over a gate with no trespassing 

signs everywhere and I’m squeezing the life out of my cell phone hoping that 

would make it find a signal and wondering how I was going to tell Nancy that 

the Hills have Eyes people got him. I’m sure the sheriffs don’t even go back there 

unless there are ten of them in full riot gear.  

About ten minutes later here comes John with Dale Allen to come and open the 

gate. Whew John’s alive and has all his limbs and Dale isn’t too scary looking 

and is a pretty nice guy. We drove up where the Model A frame was at, and 

sure enough, it has been sitting in one spot for decades. You know it’s been 

sitting there a long time because they originally used black plastic to cover it 



when it was first brought in but now the black plastic is rotten and brittle and 

laying on the ground with about 12 inches of forest detritus on top of it and it’s 

also turning back into dirt.  The poor Model A frame assembly didn’t roll, the tires 

are flat and rotten, and nothing moves, no – wait - the water pump and fan still 

turns, let’s get it! 

 At this point we were at the leave it there stage because the only way to get it 

out was to unhook my trailer off my truck and cut down about 3 small trees and 

limb up some manzanita bushes. But I did bring my wife Lisa’s personal Ryobi 

brand electric chain saw, and it did the job so we made the decision to get it 

out by backing the truck into the heavily wooded area and don’t forget to miss 

the hidden propane tank!  With John and Dale Allen’s help we hooked a chain 

to the poor Model A carcass and pulled it out of the forest and onto the dirt 

driveway. We unhooked the chain, picked up the trailer, then backed the truck 

up the one lane dirt road and finally pulled the Model A assembly up on the 

trailer with a ratchet strap. We said our thank-yous and goodbyes to Dale Allen 

and drove about a half mile out his dirt driveway back toward civilization, 

breathing sigh of relief and just then, we got to the big gate again, it was 

locked! So now were locked IN. Once again John has to get out and walk up 

the little dirt road while the forest people are watching him and I’m looking at 

John walking away to get Dale Allen again to unlock the gate and I’m thinking 

this is worse than the first time because now I’m locked in with John. About 10 

minutes later here comes John and Dale Allen to unlock the gate and all ended 

well. 

Once we got the Model A frame home and our nerves settled, John and I 

inspected our find more closely. The frame and running gear were painted a 

bright orange at one time, and the engine was painted blue. The transmission 

shifter assembly was cut off and bent very close to the transmission case on 

purpose and the frame was bent and bowed with heave reinforcements 

welded in at different spots that showed excessive strain. The tires were smooth 

without tread and the side wall indication wording stated for “air plane use 

only”. We came to the conclusion that it was used as some kind of an airport 

“Mule” to help load and unload items on and off of airplanes and such. John 

later asked Richard Allen if he knew any possible history about the Model A, and 

Richard only remembers getting it from down in Southern California so many 

years ago and does not know its history. 



 

Figure 1 Project Motor before Teardown 

Now to present time. We just had our Model A motor tear down seminar at my 

shop here in Grants Pass, Oregon. About 20 members showed up for this event 

including Robert and Donna Johnson, who we only get to see at our meetings 

and events 6 months out of the year, and special guest John Bathurst from 

Placerville, California who is a lifetime member of the Hangtown A’s and a close 

family friend of mine. 

Everything started off good. We as a group all got suited up with open ended 

wrenches, hammers and pry bars and removed the transmission and all the 

outer engine components like the water pump, starter, generator, distributor 

assembly, exhaust manifold assembly and such from the motor with ease. Our 

combined years of experience were helping things move right along at a good 

pace. We lifted the engine up onto the engine stand and secured it.  



 

Figure 2 Securing Block onto Engine Stand 

Next was the oil pan removal. When we checked the dip stick, the oil was black 

and smooth which is a good indication everything was good inside.  



 

Figure 3 Mike Patterson Using Cheater Bar to remove Oil Drain Plug 

Mike Patterson went to remove the oil drain plug and it wouldn’t budge. So, 

without letting Mike know what we were thinking about his strength we gave 

him a long bar, what is commonly called a cheater bar which helps multiply 

leverage strength. It turns out the drain plug was rusted tight and no one was 

getting the drain plug off without using a cheater bar. About a ½ quart of water 

poured out first and then smooth black oil. This might be the end for this motor 

everybody was thinking. Now looking back, the motor sat out in the weather so 

long that condensation got inside the motor and possibly through the oil dip 

stick. And it did. Well, let’s take the oil pan off and see the destruction. Nope. 

Nothing. Very clean inside.  



 

Figure 4 Homemade Head Removal Tool Needs more test and development time. 

Next was the cylinder head removal. What could go wrong?? I had made a 

custom head removal tool that failed miserably. The head was petrified 

permanently to the engine block. Once again this was also because this motor 

sat out in the weather for so long the rust and electrolysis of different metals 

being exposed to each other over time had made a near impossible for the 

head removal event.  



 

Figure 5 Art Peary Giving the Wedges a tap to remove head 

 It took over and hour and a half to get the head off. It seemed as time drug on, 

the bigger the hammers got hitting the wedges that Art Peary and John Firth 

brought, and when the acetylene torches came out, we were going to have 

carnage. But the head came off and the only thing that died was the head 

gasket itself which was going to be replaced anyway. Whew! I’m sure there 

were some sore arms the next day from swinging the hammers so much. Once 

again everything didn’t look too bad. Light carbon buildup on the inside of 

combustion chamber and #4 was a little heavier on the carbon compared to 

the other three.  Possible leaky valve seat? The motor pistons measured 100 

thousands over stock and there wasn’t any wearing on top of the cylinder wall 

and there isn’t any cylinder taper indicating an aggressive wear pattern. Also, 

all Babbitt bearings on the crank and piston rods look good and they all have 

their shim packs for adjustment. 



 

Figure 6 (R) Tom Miller inspects Bill Hallows parts identification process. 

So it’s looking like this motor tear down event was a success and we can use this 

engine for future seminars like valve train and camshaft installation, piston, rods 

and crank installation with a plastigage to measure crank and rod tolerances. 

Water pump rebuilding along with distributor and carburetor rebuilding and let’s 

not forget transmission break down and inspection with possible bearing 

replacement. All this will come down to the ultimate goal of having a good and 

sound running, dependable Model A motor that can be sold and the proceeds 

go back into Henry’s Lady Model A’s Club account for future seminars.  



 

Figure 7 Bill Hallows Demonstrating Model A Manifold Cooking on an Earth Stove 

And also thank you all for bringing the cookies and snacks and I would like to 

compliment Bill Hallows for taking advantage of the hot fire place and cooking 

up for himself and John a nice hot burrito lunch.   



 

Figure 8 Teardown Complete - Men Triumph Over Engine 

Good times had by all, a very enjoyable day. 

Dale Waldron  


